A global cultural movement is redefining the corporate workplace — people are rejecting the uninspiring sea of sameness that has come to be known as the office. Instead they are seeking informal, authentic and inspiring spaces where they feel an emotional connection. Spaces that enrich their wellbeing.
This movement is reflected in our newest material offerings. Complex patterns, natural textures, rich colors and finishes that make the work experience more human centered. Sustainable materials that perform, and hold up to the demands of the workplace. Diverse materials that can be used to create a thoughtfully-curated workplace where people want to work.
Our new Lux Coatings provide a sophisticated alternative to standard paints. These elegant finishes can be used to create an original atmosphere in the workplace. Colors range from High Gloss Black to Matte Gold, allowing for personalization.
Accent Paints allow you to add a touch of color and energy to painted surfaces in any given environment. The Steelcase Accent Paint Collection has been enhanced to include a selection of soft and rich color choices.
The use of natural materials makes the work experience more human centered, and creates a more authentic aesthetic. Our new Planked Veneer is intentionally designed to celebrate the unique characteristics of wood, and is available in Walnut and Oak finishes.
New Black is a chic, sustainable collection of upholstery fabrics created through an innovative closed-loop recycling process and designed for future recycling. A variety of patterns brings interest to the black and white collection, which is made of 100% recycled material. The five patterns are beautiful when used independently, but also create a powerful story when used together in a space. The boucle yarns bring a warm, comfortable, and humanizing aesthetic to the office environment.
Our premium leather offering provides extensive color selection. With colors ranging from soft neutrals to muted tones, this palette complements other inspiring materials and emphasizes the important role color can play in space.
Elmosoft Pecan L143, Henry 5J11, Serenity 4AZ3, Sand 7225, Steelcase remix Night Blue RE13, Steelcase Bo Peep Bone 5G67, Steelcase Brisa Buckskin BR22, Planked Walnut 3P71, Burnished Bronze 4B23; Campfire® Big Table in Planked Oak 3NXX, Montara® Stools in Arctic White 6009, legs in Night Bronze 4B24; Bivi® Desk in Ash Wenge 2HAW and Cotton Candy4AZ0 paint, Massaud Conference Chair in Designtex® Chromatic Graphite 3253-810, loop arms in Aluminum.

Elmosoft Periwinkle L761, Bruce 5J19, Fig 4AZ6, Pearl Metallic 4744, Steelcase Bo Peep Grapevine 5G77, Steelcase Chairmail Silver Dollar 5552, Steelcase Remix Ivy Green, Planked Oak 3P61, Matte Brass 4B22.

Obsidian 4B20, Matte Brass 4B22, Burnished Bronze 4B23, Night Bronze 4B24, Matte Copper 4B25; Bivi® Desk in Walnut Veneer Graphite 3382 and Canary 4BH7 paint, bracket modesty panels in Billiard Multi-use by Designtex® Ink 5H22, screens in Designtex® Billiard Panel Sunflower 4116-201. Amia® Stools in Remix Concrete Grey RE08. Accent Paints: Cotton Candy 4AZ0, Brume 4AZ4, Salmon 4AZ1, Serenity 4AZ3, Amethyst 4AZ7, Woodland 4AY1, Marlin 4AZ5, Fig 4AZ6, Sunflower 4AZ8, Dusk 4AZ9, Crocodile 4AY0, Sangria 4AZ2, Chili 4AY2, Flash 4AX0, Citron 4AX1, Canary 4BH7, Scarlet 4AQ9, Blue Jay 4AV3, Fuchsia 4BQ7, Wasabi 4AQ8.

Regard® Lounge in Bo Peep Sharkskin 5G85, frame in Platinum Metallic 4799. Denizen® Tables with top in Planked Walnut 3PJX, base in Platinum Gloss 4142; LessThanFive™ Chairs in Blue Matte 4234; Planked Oak 3P61, Planked Walnut 3P71. New Black: Jack 5J08, James 5J09, Bruce 5J10, Henry 5J11, Harley 5J12.

Bengal L760, Cadet L770, Macadamia L763, Sugar L709, Teal L725, Tropical L768, White L151, Parchment L711, Gunmetal L113.